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“It would be impossible for me to achieve the HIGH QUALITY PROSTHETICS I demand
without ORIGIN Beyond Plus™ ZIRCONIA and CHROMA COLOR LIQUIDS! The color
accuracy and consistency save me time and the materials are so easy to work with.
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THE ORIGIN PRODUCTS to my colleagues.”
Luke Kahng, President, LSK121

“Origin’s Beyond Plus™ is the zirconia our technicians TRUST when fabricating the
HIGH QUALITY RESTORATIONS our customers count on day after day. ”
Luke Caruso III, President & COO, Ottawa Dental Laboratory, LLC

“I’m IMPRESSED with Beyond Plus™. Every shade matches the shade guide and has
GREAT TRANSLUCENCY without being too gray.”
David Hughes, Hughes Dental Lab

“We have CONSISTENT SUCCESS with Beyond Plus™ and every shade is so close that
it requires little or no stain.”
Kirk Redding, Creative Crown Dental Lab

“We love working with Beyond Plus™ because it is strong and very pretty. B&D has truly nailed it. We had been hunting for a
zirconia that would help us SIMPLIFY AND STREAMLINE our production. IT’S EXACTLY WHAT WE’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. We no
longer have to choose between multiple zirconia brands and whether to sacrifice strength for aesthetics or vice versa. We are
absolutely pleased with the consistent results we get from Beyond Plus™ coupled with the ORIGIN CHROMA LIQUIDS.”
Brian Heaslip, Digital Dental Labs

“B&D DENTAL TECHNOLOGIES has always been at the forefront of advances with zirconia. We love the AESTHETICS and
STRENGTH of Beyond Plus™. We have been able to replace virtually all of our e.max™ with Beyond Plus™, it’s that good. We
are able to CREATE BEAUTIFUL CROWNS CONSISTENTLY and EASILY with ORIGIN ZIRCONIA.”
James Grady, Manager, Grady Dental lab

“By helping us get our shade values right the first time, B&D Dental has really made our work easier and eliminated
the
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frustrations we’ve had in the past. We tried over a dozen different zirconias, none of which performed as well as Beyond Plus™.
We are very pleased with its HIGH STRENGTH and TERRIFIC AESTHETICS.”
Dene LeBeau, Owner, LeBeau Dental Lab

“Beyond Plus™ is my ZIRCONIA OF CHOICE for my HIGHLY AESTHETIC CASES that also demand HIGH MPa STRENGTH. It has
great milling qualities and requires minimal staining after sintering. Thank you B&D for producing a QUALITY PRODUCT at
an AFFORDABLE PRICE.”
Kevin Morgan, Morgan Dental Lab

“I switch my production of zirconia full contour crowns over to ORIGIN Beyond Plus™ and have never looked back. This is,
hands down, the EASIEST FULL CONTOUR ZIRCONIA I have worked with. Beyond Plus™ offers perfect ANTERIOR TRANSLUCENCY
and POSTERIOR STRENGTH. Beyond Plus™ has simplified my work flow. Doctors and patients love the look of the product I
deliver using B&D DENTAL TECHNOLOGIES and ORIGIN ZIRCONIA.
“Most of my accounts work with the Vita 3D Master Shade Guide, and matching shades was a nightmare with other
systems. ORIGIN CHROMA LIQUIDS, offering all 16 MASTER SHADES and VITA CLASSIC SHADES, give a PERFECT SHADE EVERY
TIME with no guess work involved.
“I absolutely love everything about this product from the consistency in the mill, fit after sintering and shade matching.
ORIGIN Beyond Plus™ offers SUPER TRANSLUCENCY with a VERY NATURAL LOOK.”
Rick Cutforth, CDT, Northern Lights Dental Lab

“At Barnes Dental Lab, our primary focus is to work with dentists to provide patients with the HIGHEST QUALITY RESTORATION
while maintaining BEAUTIFUL, NATURAL LOOKING AESTHETICS. We recently began purchasing ORIGIN Beyond Plus™ from
B&D DENTAL TECHNOLOGIES. This zirconia has made a big difference in our business. The shades are BEAUTIFUL. The STRENGTH
is comparable to other zirconia we have used in the past. The transition to ORIGIN ZIRCONIA has been seamless. Not only is the
product EXCELLENT, but the service, cost efficiency, communication and technical support has been great as well. We look
forward to doing business with B&D for years to come. Thanks again for all you and your staff do to help grow our business.”
Katy Barnes, Barnes Dental Lab

“Beyond Plus™ is IDEAL for my high end cases that demand BEAUTIFUL AESTHETICS. It’s STRONG ENOUGH FOR LARGE BRIDGES
and gives me the TRANSLUCENCY I need for my anterior cases as well. More so than other companies out there, B&D DENTAL
TECHNOLOGIES was extremely helpful in providing the training and tools I needed when I was exploring the best way to
achieve consistent shades. They are very easy to work with and their CUSTOMER SERVICE IS GREAT.”
Joe Forte, Technical Crown & Bridge
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